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Abstract: Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are projected to have a wide range of
applications in the future. The fundamental problem with WSN is that it has a
finite lifespan. Clustering a network is a common strategy for increasing the life-
time of WSNs and, as a result, allowing for faster data transmission. The cluster-
ing algorithm’s goal is to select the best cluster head (CH). In the existing system,
Hybrid grey wolf sunflower optimization algorithm (HGWSFO)and optimal clus-
ter head selection method is used. It does not provide better competence and out-
put in the network. Therefore, the proposed Hybrid Grey Wolf Ant Colony
Optimisation (HGWACO) algorithm is used for reducing the energy utilization
and enhances the lifespan of the network. Black hole method is used for selecting
the cluster heads (CHs). The ant colony optimization (ACO) technique is used to
find the route among origin CH and destination. The open cache of nodes, trans-
mission power, and proximity are used to improve the CH selection. The grey
wolf optimisation (GWO) technique is the most recent and well-known optimiser
module which deals with grey wolves’ hunting activity (GWs). These GWs have
the ability to track down and encircle food. The GWO method was inspired by
this hunting habit. The proposed HGWACO improves the duration of the net-
work, minimizes the power consumption, also it works with the large-scale net-
works.The HGWACO method achieves 25.64% of residual energy, 25.64% of
alive nodes, 40.65% of dead nodes also it enhances the lifetime of the network.

Keywords: Energy efficiency; power consumption; lifespan of the network; black
hole method; ant colony optimisation; routing and cluster heads (CHs)

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor network (WSN) requires low-energy and low-price sensor nodes (SNs). The SNs are
positioned in a selected location and categorize them to produce a WSN. In several areas, the WSNs
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recognized a lot of examination within side the battle ground, business inspection units, danger discovery,
healthcare tracking and so on. WSN looking forward for green communication. Besides the vitality
computational capacities, and transfer speed are few numbers of the sources that encourage the generally
WSN control. In such a way, WSN has systematised exact detecting and implies joining of remote
communications with numerous nodes. WSN has got a few benefits like communication adaptability,
sending adaptability, taken a toll, and less utilization of power [1].

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) comprise of a huge amount of minimum energy and low-cost sensor
hubs which conveyed in harsh surroundings for checking process. In WSNs, information is accumulated
from marvel and moved to the sink on a hop-by-hop method. These systems are in alienable restrictions
with regard to control, handling ability, radio series, and recollection. The administration of such a huge
amount of sensor hubs calls for a productive and scalable routing calculation [2].

WSN includes varied SNs. These SNs lope on a non- reversible battery. Hence, for given load balancing,
error acceptance moreover as network connectivity, node alliance is essential. Agglomeration is the method
for dividing SNs into teams reckoning on a spread of parameters, and also the selection of a gaggle leader
from all collection. These collections are called clusters where as collection leaders are known as cluster
heads (CHs) of the clusters. Factors for making the clusters include the intra-cluster message price, the
space among CH and its members, position of nodes with reference tothe base station (BS), remaining
power of SNs [3].

In view of organization structure, WSN steering conventions are separated into two classes: level and
progressive conventions. In level steering, sensor hubs straightforwardly communicate information to the
sink. Interestingly, in progressive directing, sensor hubs send their information to the sink on a jump by-
bounce. It utilizes legitimate grouping and information gathering through bunch head (CH). Bunch based
steering plans are energy proficient and increment the organization lifetime [4,5].

In opposite, the meta-heuristic plans of enhancement have developed into more famous over the new
many years. Meta-heuristic calculations are created to address huge dimensional composite enhancement
issues and to acquire further developed advancement the search locale [6]. The significant benefits of
meta-heuristic algorithms are adaptability, effortlessness, nearby optima evasion, and deduction free
component [7]. Adaptability and life span upgrade are viewed as the benefits of bunching based
conventions. As of late, various grouping based steering conventions have been proposed. Given the way
that grouping is viewed as a non-deterministic polynomial-difficult issue, utilizing meta-heuristic
calculations is the suitable option for settling them [8].

By and large, meta-heuristic conventions might be arranged into two significant sorts: Populace and
single arrangement-based sorts. These can likewise be arranged dependent on nature motivation into
transformative based, material science based, and bio-enlivened calculations. Independent of the
dissimilarities among the meta-heuristic conventions, a typical quality aided in the division of the hunt
methodology into two phas es: Abuse and investigation [9,10].

The grey wolf optimisation (GWO) algorithm is the most recent and well-known optimiser unit that
works with grey wolves’ hunting behaviour (GWs). These GWs have the ability to track down and
encircle prey. The GWO algorithm was inspired by this hunting behaviour. As a result, the GWO
algorithm is used for exploitation. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is well-suited for usage as a routing
protocol in a wireless sensor network (WSN) since the ACO method is decentralised, exactly like WSN.
Although WSNs are more flexible than cable networks, nodes can run out of power, resulting in path
modifications. Since it allows flexible paths and dynamic routing, the ACO method was shown to
respond swiftly to changes in the network [11]. The proposed HGWACO helps to minimize the power
consumption and also reduce the load balancing. The research helps to identify the solutions for:
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� How does the black hole method achieve the better operation in WSN?

� How the ACO method works with multi-hop routing?

� How does the integration of GWO and ACO works?

� Whether the Black hole method for CH selection works with its proper fitness or not?

The proposed Hybrid Grey Wolf Ant Colony Optimisation (HGWACO) with Black hole cluster head
(CH) selection helps to enhance the lifespan of the network, load balancing and power utilization. The
major contribution of this study is given:

1. Using the black hole algorithm’s conditions, attaining the optimal implementation for wireless sensor
nodes in the areas.

2. A black hole-based CH selection technique for WSNs that uses an appropriate fitness function
3. Data packets are sent from origin CH to sink using an ACO-based multi-hop routing method.

The remaining part of our research is written as follows: The Section 2 consists of brief study of existing
Wireless Sensor Networks, Grey Wolf Optimization and Ant Colony Optimization. Section 3 describes the
working principal of the proposed model. Section 4 evaluates the result and gives comparison of different
algorithms. Section 5 states conclusion of the research work.

2 Related Works

The author [12] developed a fuzzy inductive reasoning, which was used to select a super CH from
among CHs capable of transferring information to portable BS by selecting the optimal characteristics
such as BS movement, residual electrical power, and clusters closeness. When data transfer to the BS, the
system experiences great energy loss. In [13] grid-based CHs approach based on fragmenting the system
area into M N separators of equal widths with the goal of reducing sensor power loss and increased
system lifespan. This technique is controlled and needs information on the networking sites’ positions,
with all nodes sending their places to the mobile sink.

PSO-based choice of ideal meeting places for just a system was created [14] in an attempt to properly
manage the show’s assets. It is accomplished by transferring the load to every location based on the amount
quantity of packets as from remainder of the site’s components. Enhanced harmonic hunt power forwarding
for WSNs was designed [15]. By applying modification to the variable harmonic recollection speed, this
study improves the performance of the evolutionary algorithms harmonic search algorithm (HSA) by
harmony memory considering rate (HMCR). The strategy focuses on improving precision, but it does not
improve settling time.

In [16] proposed a CHS scheme based on the artificial bee colony (ABC) approach, which is an
optimization tool. Three factors are used to assess the ABC’s fitness value: based on inter duration, drain
unit proximity, and remaining energy. In [17] proposed a robust and sustainable clustering technique for
WSNs based on the ABC algorithm for network size, balancing system energy usage, and system
longevity. In [18] the method consists of 2 techniques. Very first process is the rest programme that
selects idle networks at least among nodes having lesser energy levels. They’re placed to rest in a manner
that doesn’t disrupt broadband service.

In [19] the system is originally partitioned therefore in method. Each network layer subsequently
determines CH just once, resulting in nodes. Those groups remain constant during the program’s lifespan.
It was done in order to keep the connection stable for an extended period. Because the last timer expires
longer inside the suggested technique, very first cluster kills faster than it is in current products. The
squirrel search strategy [20], which was motivated by the hunting activity of squirrel and is used in fields
including such mini electrical mechanical devices (MEMS) [21], storage banks [22], and etc, is another
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continuously evolving planning procedure. For power difficulties, in [23] introduced the power confidence
gravity algorithm called Energy tracking based gravitational search algorithm (ETGSA) in WSN, which
increases system confidence and reduces processing costs.

Many studies have explored merge different optimization methods to avoid the drawbacks of dealing
with them separately. In [24] proposed a hybrid HAS with particle swarm optimization (PSO) approach
to the CHS optimization method in WSNs, incorporating the discovery barter. This approach improves
performance by combining HSA’s great search effectiveness with PSO’s evolving environment. The
success in terms of the initial killed base station is satisfactory. The very last node has rounded value, on
the other hand, has to be improved. In [25] suggested dragonfly cyclical grey wolf efficiency, which
combines the firefly method and grey wolf optimisation.

The fuzzy and ant colony optimization in mac routing of WSN (FAMACROW) procedure was
developed [26,27] this standard includes the initial layered node. Some variables of fuzzy inference
system for picking CH include grouping, choosing CH, multi connectivity, residual power, the quantity of
surrounding sites, and enhanced communication. As a result, every active node a FIS (Fuzzy Inference
System) and generates a fuzzified known as competence. Developed a Genetic algorithm (GA) -based,
self-organizing network clustering (GASONeC) system for continuously improving WSN groups. In
GASONeC, delivery ratio, BS length, predicted energy intake and overall SN number are used to find a
dynamical, optimum solution. The proposed HGWACO helps to minimize the power consumption and
also reduce the load balancing [28–39].

3 Proposed HGWACO Methodology

One of the primary issues in Wireless Sensor Networks is power consumption and load balancing
(WSN). Clustering is considered as common load balancing technique. It is made up of sensor nodes and
gateways. The data from the sensor nodes is gathered and transmitted to the base station. In the existing
architecture, the HGWSFO communicates with sensor nodes through gateways, which consumes more
energy during communication. To overcome these issues, the proposed Hybrid Grey Wolf Ant Colony
Optimization (HGWACO) is used. Single optimization approaches specialize in either the discovery or
utilization phases of optimization but struggle to strike a balance between the two. Increased quality is
expected for hybrid optimization strategies to increase network lifespan. For CH selection, the proposed
method uses Black hole CH selection. As a result, the proposed study combines ACO and grey wolf
optimization (GWO) to balance discovery and utilization and improved productivity in WSN CH
selection. Fig. 1 shows the overall architecture of the system.

Initially, the CH nodes are collected from the WSN and then it is transmitted. Black hole method is used
for collecting the CH nodes. Then the Grey wolf and Ant colony optimization method is applied. Finally, it
gives the optimal solution. It has the model of network, energy consumption and distance.

Figure 1: Overall architecture of the proposed method
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3.1 Network Model

WSN is made up of many different SNs, each of which is immobile and has the same abilities. Nodes can
act as a CH and a works like sensor during data exchange. Overall, wireless connection, device assignment,
data processing, topological aspects, and power usage are all connected to the WSN component. For CH
selection black hole algorithm is used. Here is a description and explanation of the black hole method.
The networking model was created so that some CHs interact properly with both the sink and the others
interact with both the sink on a try and jump manner. Every sensor node gets data from its surroundings
and sends it to the CH in a file format at the end of every round. The CH then gathers data sent by the
various sensor nodes. Then it transfers its data to the sink, taking into account its own placement and
orientation. That is, if the CH is near to the sink, this should send information straight; alternatively, if it
is far away from the sink, this will send information shares through other CHs.

3.2 Energy Consumption Model

The model of energy utilisation is designed using the model provided in the low energy adaptive
clustering hierarchy (LEACH) method. The quantity of power usage in the sending node is computed
using equation for transferring a data packet with Kb bits as well as a distance Dis (between sending and
delivery nodes).

energy transmission ENtrans ið Þð Þ ¼ Kb ENelecþ ENamp � Dis2ð Þ (1)

The energy utilization of the electronic path is referred as ENelec, the amount of energy essential to
amplify shares the signals in order to communicate a data bit is referred ENamp.

ENrec ið Þ ¼ Kb � ENelec (2)

The energy usage of nodes placed between a data transmitting node and a node that sends data is
equivalent to the whole of the energy necessary for distribution and delivery information.

ENcons ¼
Xn
i¼1

ENtrans ið Þ þ ENrec ið Þ½ � (3)

3.3 Distance Model

At initially, all of the CHs in the system send out an announcement package to announce that they have
taken on the position of CH. Each SN in the arrangement determines the CH distance in this situation. In this
approach, a node is associated with a given cluster by ensuring that its broadcast distance from the cluster’s
CH is minimal, and therefore it delivers data to CH. If the transmission space among CH and the node is
higher than the broadcast space among BS and the node, the SNs send the information directly to the BS.
This is the cluster-shaping organization based on the computation of near broadcast space. As a result,
the system’s nodes may be re-assembled by Eq. (4).

D ¼ Cos hð Þ ¼ xyð Þ xj jj j yj jj j (4)

Here, the x and y are the co-ordinates of the nodes in the CH.

3.4 Grey Wolf Optimization

The top predator is indeed the grey wolf (GW) that implies this is at the head of both the natural food
system. GWs frequently opt to live. A team of 5–12 people is the normal size. Alpha (α) wolves were women
and men wolves who command their packs. The wolf normally makes the decisions regarding where to rest,
when to wake up, when to prey, etc. The entire group is notified of the choices taken mostly by. Nevertheless,
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there is evidence of open mindset. The wolf is in charge of a pack of wolves. The entire group recognizes that
one at a meeting by bringing their limbs together. It demonstrates that now the unit’s control and structure are
far more important than their power.

The beta (β) wolves are subordinate wolves that assist the main wolves in various performance or
decision-making. The wolf can be female or male, and if the other wolves grow aged or expire, he or she
will mainly probable be the improved one. The bottom-stage wolves must be respected and obeyed by
the wolf. It is in charge of the pack’s discipline as well as acting as an advisor to. That enforces the
commands throughout the pack and forwards the answer to Omega (ω), the least organised GW, takes on
the role of scapegoat. This is not required and is kept separate from the rest of the pack; nonetheless,
without it, the entire group will have centre battling and difficulties. It assists in completing the whole set
and maintaining its integrity.

It aids in the fulfilment of the entire category and the maintenance of the prevailing arrangement. When a
wolf is not, or, therefore he or she is known as delta (δ). The wolves are supposed to subject to and wolves,
but it prevails. This group includes guardians, spies, archers, guardians, and seniors. Seekers keep an eye on
the area lines and notify the group if they are in risk. Fig. 2 Shows the steps which is involved in GWO. For
implementing the GWO algorithm, there is a following step:

3.4.1 Encircling Prey
Stalking in the GWO method is based just on wolf’s position α, β and ε. Those 3 wolves are being

pursued by the Xw wolves. During the chase, the GW approaches the prey. In the following expression,
GW’s surrounding tendency is noted:

EN ¼ R:Xwprey ið Þ � Xw ið Þ�� �� (5)

Xw iþ 1ð Þ ¼ Xwprey ið Þ � QEN (6)

Here, i is represented as the present iteration, R and Q are represented as coefficient vectors, Xprey is
denoted as the place of the prey’s vector.

Q ¼ 2:e:rand1 � e (7)

R ¼ 2:rand2 (8)

Here, during iterations, the variable e is linearly reduced from 2 to 0; arbitrarily created vectors are rand1
and rand2.

Figure 2: Process involved in GWO
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3.4.2 Hunting
The capacity to recognise prey location aids the GW in encircling the prey. An effective quest is led

through the on a regular basis. In fact, it may play a role in hunting activity on occasion. The α, β and ε
have to be alert of the location of prey in order to investigate GW’s hunting behaviour. As a result, the
very first 3 best values obtained thus far are saved, and the respite of the hunt agents are subjected to
updates according to their own positions in relation to the best search agents’ positions. The words listed
are below suggestions.

ENa ¼ R1:Xwað Þ � Xj j (9)

ENb ¼ R2:Xwb
� �� X
�� �� (10)

ENd ¼ R3:Xwdð Þ � Xj j (11)

Xw1 ¼ Xwa � Q1:ENað Þ (12)

Xw2 ¼ Xwb � Q2:ENb
� �

(13)

Xw3 ¼ Xwd � Q3:ENdð Þ (14)

Xw t þ 1ð Þ ¼ Xw1 þ Xw2 þ Xw3

3
(15)

Thus α, β and ε analyses the position of hunt, while the other wolves adjust their positions all in the
region of prey at arbitrary.

3.4.3 Attack the Prey
The GW starts the prey-attacking procedure whenever the prey stops. The length is reduced to narrow

the F from the greatest price in order to scientifically depict the procedure of the actual threat of the prey.
Furthermore, |F| 1 encourages the GW to assault (exploiting) the prey. This improves the GWO’s
performance while executing a hunt strategy.

3.4.4 Search the Prey
GWs usually search for the right option by looking at the sites of, and wolves. They disperse

(investigation) from one another to look for prey and then reunite (extraction) to capture the prey. To
drive the local search to deviate towards prey, its randomized parameter matrix (F) must be above 1 or
below –1. Furthermore, the arbitrary factor matrix (FM) aids GWO in control logic dynamic behaviour
throughout optimization and avoiding local maxima. In contrast to the real Part, FM is lowered in a non-
linear manner. Again, for aim of highlighting the iterative approach, the variable FM is purposefully
required to provide completely random results each occasion.

3.5 Black Hole Algorithm for CH Selection

The black hole method is a population-based meta-heuristic method. This approach is similar to former
heuristic methods, which is influenced by nature. Each repetition of the black hole method chooses the finest
entrant to be the black hole, which then begins to drag last candidates known as stars. If a star approaches a
black hole too closely, it will be absorbed by the black hole and vanish ever more. In this situation, a new star
(possible result) is formed at random and put in the search area, causing a fresh search to begin. The black
hole method was utilised to spread nodes in the regions in this investigation. Fig. 3 shows the process of node
and CH selection by using black hole algorithm.
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3.6 Proposed Hybrid Grey Wolf Ant Colony Optimization (HGWACO)

The black hole algorithm was utilised to propagate units throughout this investigation. ACO had also
been employed for data transfer between CHs in the event that the relevant CHs are not really the nearest
to the sink.

Figure 3: Process of node and CH selection
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Fig. 4 shows the workflow of proposed Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm. The following are
the stages of the suggested technique. The deployment of nodes in regions is done initially. The information
is then passed in one of two ways: directly or indirectly (by means of ACO algorithm). The following are the
steps in order. As the original population, several groups were randomly scattered throughout the area. For
each region, a node is chosen at random to be the CH. The remaining of the nodes’ positions is
calculated.

Xwi t þ 1ð Þ ¼ Xwi tð Þ þ rand � XwBH � Xi tð Þð Þ (16)

The primary place of the node is represented as Xw(t), Node’s original place is calculated by the position
of CH and represented by Xwi(t+1). Rand is denoted as random digit formed between 0’s and 1’s, EwBHis
represented as black hole node.

Figure 4: Workflow of proposed ant colony optimization
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Fitness maxization ið Þ ¼ a
ENres ið Þ
ENinit

� �
þ b 1� Discen ið Þ

Dismax

� �
þ c

Bufferfree ið Þ
Bufferinit

� �
(17)

Fitness is calculated by using the Eq. (17), here a;b; c is represented as the weight of fitness function.
ENinit and ENcons(i) is denoted as initial energy and consumed power of node. Discen(i) and Dismax is
represented as distance of domain and longest distance.

aþ bþ c ¼ 1 (18)

ENres ið Þ ¼ ENinit ið Þ � ENcons ið Þ (19)

The radius of the node’s fitness is evaluated by

Ratio ¼ fitness CHð ÞPn
i¼1 fitness ið Þ (20)

When a node’s fitness value is higher than that of the CH’s, this will be considered the CH, as well as the
process would be continued. As a consequence, the CH in every area is chosen as the nodes only with better
fitness value. The range between each node and the CH is determined at this phase. If a data type length will
be less than the CH’s diagonal radius, then it will be deleted, and another node would be assigned randomly
to substitute it in its area. A horizontal diameter is a region of the CH in which a node is consumed by the CH
as entering there.

Algorithm 1: Proposed Hybrid Grey Wolf Ant Colony Optimization

Input: N, P, buffer, Ni,cmax

Output: Optimal solution

Initialize the system by N, P arbitrary \\ node and zone is represented as N and P

Choose the CH arbitrarily

for i)1to cmax do

Construct a random resolve of standard nodes

for 1 )Ni do

GwO (j, :)) randomly choose the CH

fobj(j) )standard fitness of GwO(j) by using (20)

Alpha, beta and delta values are updated.

end for

CH receives data from sensor nodes.

\\ because of the node’s energy and buffer size deliver information based on the node’s closest
neighbour\\

CH node is sent to the sink

ACO algorithm uses the buffer size, energy, and zone.

end
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Algorithm 1 requires N number of nodes, P number of domains, and data about the energy and buffer
size of the endpoints as parameters.

4 Result Evaluation

The proposed method Hybrid Grey Wolf based Ant Colony Optimization (HGWACO) with black hole
algorithm for CH selection uses MATLAB R2018a for simulation. Tab. 1 show the simulation parameters
and the values which is used. The parameters used for evaluation is residual energy, energy consumption,
alive nodes, dead nodes, lifetime of network.

4.1 Evaluation of Residual Energy

The evaluation of various algorithms such as GWO, HGWSFO is compared with the proposed
HGWACO. In terms of residual energy in J as the amount of data communication rounds increases. The
experiment uses 4000 rounds, Fig. 5, shows the proposed HGWACO method achieves 25.64% and the
GWO obtains 31.53% and the HGWSFO 28.58% of CHs. The proposed method works more efficiently.

Table 1: Simulation parameters and values

Parameters Values

Area used for WSN (m2) 300 * 300

Enθ 0.3

Enamp 150

Enelec 120

Number of cluster head selection 10%

Number of rounds 4000

Number of search iteration 5

Co-efficient vector ‘f’ Range [0,2]
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Figure 5: Evaluation of residual energy
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4.2 Evaluation of Alive Nodes

The evaluation of alive nodes was compared with algorithms such as GWO, HGWSFO and HGWACO.
In terms of count of the alive nodes for a data communication the rounds increase. The experiment uses
4000 rounds, Fig. 6, shows the proposed HGWACO method achieves 25.64% and the GWO obtains
31.53% and the HGWSFO 28.58% of CHs. The nodes are alive till the 3620 rounds.

4.3 Evaluation of Dead Nodes

The evaluation of dead nodes was compared with algorithms such as GWO, HGWSFO and HGWACO.
In terms of count of the dead nodes for a data message the rounds increase. The experiment uses 4000 rounds,
Fig. 7, shows the proposed HGWACO method achieves 40.65% and the GWO obtains 29.45% and the
HGWSFO 38.16% of CHs.

4.4 Lifetime of the Networks

Since losing a node may indicate the network losing its functionality, lifespan is indeed the period when
the first network component running out from power to deliver a message. Alternatively, a variant
interpretation may be employed, whereby some network nodes can expire or go out of electrical energy
because other network elements is being used to collect needed data or transport data packets to their
target. The proposed Method achieves more lifetime of the network. Fig. 8, shows the network’s lifetime
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5 Conclusion

The proposed method uses an amalgamation of Hybrid Grey Wolf optimization based on Ant Colony
Optimization (HGWACO) with Black hole algorithm for selection CH in WSN. This helps to reduce the
energy utilization and increases the lifetime of the network. The key concept in structuring routing
protocols in WSNs is reducing the energy utilization of network nodes. As a result, the important goal in
this study area is to create an easy and power-sensitive routing protocol. This protocol must distribute
energy evenly between the nodes of the network. The power utilization and detachment range are taken
into account when choosing the best CHs. The GWO algorithm’s parameter matrices improve utilization
effectiveness, however the ACO method compensates for GWO’s global optimization. The effectiveness
of the system is optimally improved with perfect results. The proposed HGWACO outperforms by using
following metrics like residual energy, energy consumption, alive nodes, dead nodes, lifetime of network.
The HGWACO method achieves 25.64% of residual energy, 25.64% of alive nodes, and 40.65% of dead
nodes also it enhances the lifetime of the network. In future research must be improved by focusing on
30% energy saving aspects. The deep learning models with optimization may improve the result of
future work.
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